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Te concept of shared IoT devices has attracted much attention from the industry sector, academia, and fnancial institutions,
providing various benefts, such as saving resources, reducing personal expenses, and providing convenience. Although shared
IoT devices facilitate people’s lives and work, the information exchange is over wireless networks that may sufer from some
security attacks such as unauthorized access to a shared device or some private information of legitimate users being leaked. It
makes the secure access control to the shared IoTdevices become an intractable issue. In order to guarantee the access right of the
legitimate users, to prevent the problems of privacy leakage and unnecessary economic disputes, a secure decentralized access
control scheme for shared IoT devices is proposed leveraging the technologies of blockchain and a proposed authentication
protocol in this paper. Te new lightweight authentication protocol is proposed to perform mutual authentication between the
user and the IoTdevice. To protect the privacy of the user, the instruction data are encrypted by a temporary session key negotiated
between the user and the IoTdevice with the help of blockchain which enables nontamperable transactions and prevents central
corruption and single point of failure. In our scheme, blockchain is maintained by the gateway nodes an acts as a distributed
database and a smart contract for shared service is deployed on it. Te smart contract has three functions in our scheme: (1)
achieving the prepayment of users and settlement for the service contributor, (2) participating in a verifcation step during the key
negotiation to prevent some malicious behaviour from users or devices, (3) recording the workload of the gateway. Finally, a
comprehensive analysis on the safety and reliability of the entire scheme is carried out; extensive simulation experiments are
conducted to reveal the authentication protocol is efcient and the scheme is feasible.

1. Introduction

With the progress of science and technology, shared IoT
devices such as shared ftness equipment, shared medical
appliances, and shared transportation tools bring great
convenience for people because they can provide services for
people anytime and anywhere. However, in traditional
approaches, when using shared IoTdevices, the users need to
register on a centralized organization with their personal
information and pay the cost for the organization. If the
designed system does not consider security well, it may lead
to the leakage of users’ personal privacy information and a
trust crisis in the organization. Hence, it becomes a thorny
issue to solve the problem of users accessing the shared

devices securely after prepayment, meanwhile protecting the
service providers’ interests and users’ privacy.

Te traditional access approaches to shared IoT devices
are based on the central organization and some simple
password authentication method. Te central organization
issues passwords or smart cards to users [1, 2], and the users
present passwords or smart cards to authenticate themselves
when accessing IoT devices. However, the hash function is
only used in the password-based and smart card authenti-
cation algorithm [3], which makes the security of these
methods, not enough.

In addition, the access control based on the centralized
organization has the risk of a single point of failure which
may cause the system to crash. Moreover, the centralized
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organization also may leak the user’s privacy information
and appear the phenomenon of economic settlement errors
[4]. Blockchain is a distributed bookkeeping book [5]. Te
data is stored on the blockchain after the consensus pro-
tocols, so it is fair and equitable. At the same time, the smart
contract that is a piece of automatically executed code can be
run on the blockchain to form an immutable and trans-
parent record [6]. Tese records have multiple copies on
multiple nodes, which can solve the single point of failure
problem efectively. We can combine the currency trading
function possessed by the blockchain itself with smart
contracts to realize the user’s payment to the service pro-
vider [7], which can eliminate the user’s distrust of the
central organization during use.

Relative to password or smart card-based authenti-
cation methods, the authentication protocol based on
public key cryptography can solve the problem of users’
real-time access control to shared IoT devices well, can
protect users’ privacy, and resist multiple attacks [8].
However, the traditional public key cryptography au-
thentication protocols are mostly based on centralized
organization. As far as the protocols themselves are
concerned, the following issues need to be considered
when using public key authentication protocols in the
shared Internet of Tings environment. Firstly, shared
IoT devices have limited computing power and com-
munication bandwidth [8, 9], so it is necessary to design a
public key authentication protocol proper for IoT de-
vices. Secondly, some secret values are required to
transmit to the central organization through a secure
channel by the users and devices during the authenti-
cation process in most of the authentication protocols
[10, 11]. However, building numerous secure channels
for so many distributed sharing devices is too expensive
for service providers to aford. Tirdly, a user can only
access a shared IoT device after prepaying in advance.
However, it is difcult for the public key cryptography
algorithm to connect the prepaid status with the au-
thentication protocol. Moreover, in order to prevent
impersonation attacks, it is necessary to make two au-
thentications between the shared devices and the users;
the frst one is for starting the access, and the second one
is for ending the access. As far as we know, the two
authentications are independent of each other in the
existing schemes. Terefore, we are going to integrate the
two authentications to reduce the computing cost and
communication cost and conduct economic settlement at
the same time.

Based on the above considerations, we intend to use the
blockchain, a decentralized technology, to replace the central
platform. Moreover, we make the blockchain cooperate with
authentication protocol based on public key cryptography to
jointly complete the access control of users to shared IoT
devices. With the use of blockchain and authentication
protocol, the users do not need to provide personal infor-
mation and can use the shared IoT device anytime and
anywhere safely. Te approach should protect the economic
interests of users and service providers. Tere is no need for
the service providers to spend a lot of money to build secure

channels. Also, the information recorded on the blockchain
can be used to feed back the device status so that the service
provider can adjust the supply strategy in a timely manner.

Te main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) We propose a secure and efcient access control
scheme for shared IoT devices over blockchain by a
decentralized approach.Te scheme enables a user to
access a shared device after getting a negotiation key
with the device under the help of blockchain. It can
protect users’ identity information because of no
personal information is needed to be submitted to
the central organization. Te scheme can prevent a
single point of failure, and the tamper-proof trans-
action and the hash of the negotiation key are
recorded on the blockchain.

(2) A new authentication protocol suit for IoTdevices is
proposed for real-time authentication and key ne-
gotiation between a user and a shared device.Te key
is not only the token for the user to access the shared
device but also used to protect the data privacy of the
user. Moreover, no secret values are required to be
transmitted to the central organization. Te smart
contract based on the proposed authentication
protocol is designed to solve economic problems and
some security issues.

(3) Security analyses are carried out on the whole system
and some possible security risks. Te result shows
that our scheme is safe and reliable. Te efciency of
the authentication protocol and smart contract are
tested, and the results indicate that our scheme is
efcient and suitable for the shared IoTenvironment.
Te proposed authentication protocol makes the
verifcation burden on a user and an IoT device side
less than the comparative literature.

2. Related Work

Tere are many solutions for access control in IoT envi-
ronments. In this section, these schemes are similar to ours
in the scenario and model assumptions are elaborated. Tey
are divided into two categories: centralized access control
and decentralized access control based on blockchain.

2.1. Centralized Solutions. Tere are various schemes
available to control the access authority for IoT scenarios
based on public key cryptography [10–15]. Alsahlani and
Popa designed an authentication scheme for users to access
IoTdevice data through a gateway in the literature [11].Tey
proposed a new authentication protocol by which the user is
authenticated by the device through three factors, namely,
password, identity, and biometric information. Some pa-
rameters related to the device and user are stored at the
gateway to confrmwhether a user has the authority to access
the device, and they are determined before a user submits a
request. Lots of storage space is required when the number
of users and devices is large and fexible access is poor, which
is more suitable for centralized scenarios. In the literature
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[16], the authors proposed a certifcate-based authentication
protocol between IoTdevices, which can be used for mutual
access between two devices and is efcient. However, their
scheme is at a risk of collusion attacks in the issuance of
certifcates. Moreover, they assumed the gateway was honest
and trustworthy. In the literature [17], a new authentication
protocol based on public key cryptography between vehicles
is proposed by the authors; in order to match the actual
circumstances, they assumed that the gateway is not com-
pletely credible. Te authentication of a vehicle and a
roadside unit is fnished frst and then the authentication
between the two vehicles. Liu et al., in literature [18],
designed a centralized and secure access control scheme for
sharing devices. Tey combined several existing signature
algorithms to complete the authentications between users
and gateways, as well as gateways and devices subtly, so as to
realize users’ access to shared devices.

In centralized schemes, the central organization has too
much power and work burden; once there is a single point of
failure, the entire system will crash.

2.2. Decentralized Access Control Solutions. Some solutions
have been proposed by researchers to weaken the power of
the centre [19, 20] and to adapt to the distributed charac-
teristic of the IoT environment. However, these schemes
only reduce part of the centre’s power, and the problem of a
single point of failure still exists. Blockchain has emerged as
a new type of technology and can solve the problems above
[21]. Te blockchain system is distributed naturally, which
puts forward a new idea for solving security problems in the
IoT environment. Tere are literature works using block-
chain technology to solve the secure access control problem
in certain IoTscenarios.Tey are divided into two categories
regarding the role of blockchain. One type is that the
blockchain is used as a storage place only, and the other type
is that the blockchain is involved in the calculation process.

2.2.1. Blockchain for Storage. Rathee et al. [22] use block-
chain to store the information of IoT devices to ensure the
security of users and devices and maintain transparency
among various authorities. Moreover, it can reduce false
requests from users, reduce the damage to IoT devices, and
reduce the changes in user ratings efectively. In [23], in
order to prevent the problem of message leakage during data
transmission in the wireless network, based on a private
blockchain, the authors proposed an authentication and key
agreement protocol for the Internet of vehicles. Te
blockchain records the pointers of the information needed
by vehicles in the authentication process. In their solution,
mobility is achieved. Sharma et al. described how to integrate
smart contracts into the APP of medical Internet of things in
[24]. A specifc smart contract is designed for the medical
IoT, and the designed system can store the records related to
the patients. Te authors in [25] proposed an authentication
scheme for IoT devices and base stations through digital
signatures.Te data is semidecrypted by the base station and
then transmitted to the blockchain for storage. However,
both parties must compute pair-based operations whichmay

not be afordable for IoTdevices with less computing power.
Cui et al. [26] proposed an authentication method for
multiple wireless sensors network. A new blockchain model
is set up including a private blockchain to store the infor-
mation of devices in each area and a public blockchain
maintained by the entire network to achieve cross-domain
access. However, the authentication must be signed by the
cluster head node using a digital signature without con-
sidering privacy issues. In order to protect the privacy of the
user’s identity, Zhang et al. put the user’s pseudonyms and
public keys on multiple blockchains [27]. To get the desired
public key, they subtly designed a method to aggregate
multiple pseudonyms to get the real one through querying
the full nodes from several blockchains. Te fog node must
be honest and trustworthy, and the user’s information needs
to be stored on the blockchain in advance. In literature [28],
Rathee et al. proposed hybrid architecture for the medical
Internet of things. Te scheme gives the detailed use of
blockchain to ensure the security and transparency of pa-
tient data, fle accessibility, and the transportation process.

2.2.2. Blockchain Participates in Calculation. In [29], the
authors designed multiple private blockchains for multiple
areas divided in the environment of the Internet of vehicles.
Te vehicle and a blockchain node authenticate each other
and generate a shared key to control the access right of the
vehicle. No identity verifcation is performed when trust
authority distributes keys to vehicles, which are prone to
sufer man-in-the-middle attacks. By using blockchain,
Vishwakarma and Das [30] established a secure communi-
cation channel between devices. Moreover, the cluster head
performs the verifcation of the cluster members on the
blockchain.Tis solution is not suitable for mobile devices. In
[31], when a user wants to access a device, he or she needs to
register on the blockchain on the Ethereum smart contract
and then be authenticated by smart contracts. For access
control, the smart contract contains the mapping of all
registered IoT devices to their licensed users. Te scheme
needs to determine whether a user can use the device in
advance, which is not suitable for our scenario. Hammi et al.
[32] divided the devices into several diferent areas called
bubbles, and each step in the authentication process is
recorded as a transaction on the blockchain. Moreover, the
authentication only happened between two devices in the
same bubble. In [33], Li et al. proposed a multidomain au-
thentication scheme for IoT based on cross-chain technology,
which realizes the authentication process by the smart con-
tract. In Almadhoun et al. ’s [34] scheme, the access authority
is controlled by a smart contract by distributing access tokens
for users. However, the verifcation between the fog node and
a user is just by a simple digital signature, without considering
the issue of identity privacy. In order to avoid the key escrow
problem found in identity-based systems, Mwitende et al.
proposed a pairing-based certifcateless authenticated key
agreement protocol used for the controller (of the device) and
a node of the blockchain. A blockchain-based architecture
was proposed for the protocol in reference [35]. However, we
found it requires more complicated calculations.
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After discussing the related literature, based on various
security considerations, diferent authors have proposed a
variety of authentication protocols in the related literature to
prove the legitimacy when accessing each other or com-
municating with each other in various IoT environments,
such as medical environment, industrial IoT environment,
and Internet of vehicles in centralized schemes. In the
decentralized scheme, the authors have designed diferent
system architectures for diferent blockchain-based sce-
narios. Te main contributions including new architectures
are proposed combined with the cryptographic protocol,
security databases or transmission channels are established
through the blockchain, and access rights are automatically
controlled by the designed smart contracts.

Tanks to the ideas and related knowledge, we fnd that
the literature for access control in the IoTenvironment have
the following shortcomings for our scenario:

(1) Te scheme based on access token or access list need
to defne the access authority between a user and a
device with a certain mapping in advance, while we
need real-time access control meanwhile realize
instant payment without a central institution. In
some decentralized schemes, too much information
is stored on the blockchain, and smart contract
undertakes too many operations.

(2) Few of the schemes based on public key cryptog-
raphy consider the mobility of the devices or need
heavy calculations. Some schemes only realize mu-
tual authentication and do not negotiate keys to
establish a secure channel. Most schemes require a
secure channel in the process of access control,
which is difcult to achieve in the distributed In-
ternet of things environment. Furthermore, most of
them assume the gateway is safe and reliable, which
is only suitable for the communication model in
their scenario.

However, there is no access control scheme for shared IoT
devices under the decentralized platform. Considering the use
environment and characteristics of shared IoT devices, we
propose a new decentralized architecture based on blockchain
in this paper and combine the proposed public key au-
thentication protocol to perform the access control efectively.
A new smart contract is deployed on the Ethereum block-
chain according to our authentication protocol. However, our
scheme keeps the information secure and fnishes payment
issues when users use the shared devices. Especially under the
assumption that the gateway is not trusted, considering the
mobility of the device and protecting the user’s privacy, the
computation efciency of a user and a device is improved by
50% compared with the scheme that has the same hypothesis.

3. Preliminaries

3.1.MathematicalProblemsUsed inCryptographicAlgorithms

3.1.1. Elliptic Curve. Suppose p is a large prime number,
GF(p) represents a fnite feld, and all points on the curve
y2 � x3 + ax + bmod(p) and an infnite point form an

elliptic curve Ep(a, b). If a, b ∈ GF(p), 4a3 + 27b2 ≠
0mod(p), and we call Ep(a, b) as a nonsingular elliptic
curve [36]. All points on the curve Ep(a, b) form an additive
cyclic group, where the addition operation is G + G + ... +

G � kG (add k times), for k ∈ Zl, and l is the order of the
group, G is a generator of the group, and we also call kG as a
scalar multiplication.

3.1.2. Difculty Assumption. Te discrete logarithm prob-
lem on the elliptic curve: suppose Q � nG is known as a
random point on an elliptic curve Ep(a, b) and G is a
generator of the curve; then, it is difcult to calculate n.

3.2. Blockchain and Smart Contract. Blockchain is a kind of
chain database, which contains transaction blocks, and each
block contains multiple transactions. Tese transactions can
be ordinary currency transactions or data exchange records
[37]. Te blockchain has the characteristic of decentraliza-
tion, and the data on it is immutable. Transactions on the
blockchain are public and stored in a distributed manner,
and anyone can inquire them at anytime and from any-
where. Users with blockchain addresses can post transac-
tions at any time. With the development of blockchain
architecture and technology, smart contracts can be
deployed on blockchain such as Ethereum and Hyperledger.
It is a computer program that can execute contract terms
automatically [38]. A smart contract is a digital protocol
between communication parties based on predefned rules,
without the need of a trusted third party. As long as the
conditions are met, it can be executed automatically without
human interference. Te smart contract is executed by
external calls and functions. Trough these calls and
functions, the smart code is executed and events are gen-
erated. Tese events are broadcasted to all the participants,
and fnally, the smart contract and the transaction will be
packaged into the block [39].

4. System Model and Assumptions

Tere are four entities and one virtual component in our
system. Te four entities are a certifcate authority (CA),
users, gateways, and the shared IoT devices. Blockchain is a
virtual component, such as the Bitcoin blockchain or the
Ethereum blockchain maintained by the gateway nodes.

CA is a trust centre and is responsible for issuing cer-
tifcates for IoT devices and gateways in the initialization
phase, and those certifcates are used for identity verifcation
later.

A user uses a device and transmits instructions to the
device. Tere may be malicious gateways and devices, so the
legitimacy should be authenticated before the user receives
messages from them. Moreover, he cares about the privacy
of his identity and the confdentiality of his instructions to
prevent malicious people from obtaining information such
as lifestyle habits, movement trajectories, and health status
by analysing instructions. Hence, the service instruction is
sent to the device in the form of ciphertext encrypted by a
session key negotiated with the device.
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Te gateway nodes (GWNs) constitute a network layer
and are intermediaries between users and devices. Tey are
run by some communication operators and get a certain
amount of remuneration by providing computing power for
devices and users. In the shared IoT device environment,
some idle gateways that meet the conditions can also join
this network layer and earn a certain amount of proft. Te
gateways are untrustworthy, and there may be fake or un-
authorized gateways, so they must be verifed.

Shared IoT devices have weak communication and
computing capabilities [9]. Tey perform the corresponding
operation after receiving the instruction from users. A
shared device is untrustworthy, it may be attacked, or a
counterfeit device pretends to be a legitimate device for
illegal economic beneft.

Blockchain (short for BC) is an immutable database
maintained by gateway nodes. Te identity and status in-
formation of the legitimate devices are stored on the
blockchain. Also, some operations that are agreed in advance
and prevent being modifed are deployed on the blockchain
in the form of smart contract.Te smart contract used to pay
for the entities and verifes the key information in the key
negotiation process, which can ensure the reliability and
security.

Te communication and connection between various
components are shown in Figure 1(a), the system archi-
tecture of the proposed scheme. Figure 1(b) gives the brief
process of the proposed scheme to show the rough fow
when a user accesses a shared IoT device. Te solid line
represents ofine communication. Te dotted line repre-
sents wireless communication over a public channel.

4.1. Assumptions

(1) Assume that a user and the device use the same
gateway when sending an access request and ending
an access to a shared device

(2) Assume that the ultimate aim of gateways is for
economic benefts; the gateways with successful
authentication follow the access control process but
are interested in the data and privacy of users

4.2. Attack Model

(1) Te attacker intercepts the information on the public
channel, attempts to obtain the user’s identity in-
formation or instruction information, and attempts
to act as an intermediary to negotiate the key with the
shared device.

(2) Te attacker may pretend to be real users to use a
shared device, and an illegal gateway may pretend to
be the legal gateway and obtain illegal service fees.

(3) A malicious user and a gateway may launch a col-
lusion attack and not give the prepayment. More-
over, the gateway and a device may conspire to
defraud the service fee.

5. Design Goals

Considering the requirements of the system architecture and
security of the authentication protocol, the following points
are needed.

5.1. Decentralization. Tere is no need for users to interact
with the certifcate authority or other central institutions.
Te system can still run steadily even if the data on a central
server is damaged or lost. Te device providers or any or-
ganization cannot change the data at will, and if there is a
dispute, it can be traced.

5.2. Mutual Authentication and Key Negotiation. In order to
achieve a legitimate user (the user who has prepaid for an
item) to access the selected shared device, mutual authen-
tications between the user and the nearest gateway and the
gateway and the device should be carried out to ensure the
legitimacy of the communication objects. A key negotiation
between the user and the device should be completed, which
is used for encrypting the instructions sent from the user to
the device so as to protect the user’s information privacy.

5.3. Te Anonymity of Users. In order to protect users’
personal identity information and prevent them from being
leaked on public platforms, such as phone numbers, the
user’s identity information should be kept secret. Pseudo-
nyms are used for authentication and key negotiation. Any
adversaries cannot infer the real identity of the user from the
messages sent by the user.

5.4. Access List Is Not Required. It is random for a user to
access a shared device; an access permission mapping be-
tween users and devices is impossible, leading to the access
list unable to be used for controlling the user’s access
authority.

5.5. Central Server Is Not Needed to Be Online Always.
Tere is no need for a central server online all the time for
the actual availability of the system.

5.6. Resisting CommonAttacks. Denial of service attacks can
be initiated by malicious users, role replacement attack,
collusion attack, man-in-the-middle attack in the key ne-
gotiation process, and replay attack.

6. The Proposed Scheme

In the traditional approaches, a user needs to purchase keys
from the central organization to access a shared IoT device
[18]. In order to verify his validity, a message signed using
one of the keys is sent to the gateway and then mutual
identity authentication and key negotiation are performed
between the user and the gateway. Finally, a key k1 is ne-
gotiated successfully. Similarly, an identity-based
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the process of users using the shared device: (6)
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(5)(3) (9)
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Figure 1: (a) System architecture of the proposed scheme. Note: Tis fgure contains all the components in the scheme and their in-
teractions. Te green line with arrows indicates wireless communication. Te green solid line indicates ofine communication. Te CA
deploys and initializes the whole system. Te user communicates with the shared devices through the gateways before being granted access
and can communicate with the device directly after being authenticated. Because of limited communication capacity, the shared devices
upload information to the blockchain through the gateway. (b) Te access process of a user to a shared IoT device. Note: (1) When a user
wants to access a shared IoTdevice, he/she searches for a special service item on the blockchain and makes the prepayment. (2)Te user and
nearest gateway node A authenticate each other using the proposed authentication protocol. (3) Te gateway node checks whether the user
has prepaid for the service item on the blockchain. (4) Te gateway and the shared IoT device authenticate each other using the proposed
authentication protocol. (5) Te user transmits parameters to the smart contract, and the device transmits parameters through the gateway
to complete the fnal step of the authentication. (6)Te user sends a specifc instruction in the form of ciphertext to the shared device, and the
device decrypts it with the negotiation key. Ten, the service starts. For example, in the scene of a shared car, it goes from place A to place
B. When the user and shared device such as the shared car arrive at the destination near a new gateway node B, the user wants to end the use
of the shared car. In order to prevent impersonation attacks and clearing the charge, they begin to authenticate each other. (7) Te user and
the new gateway do the mutual authentication. (8) Te device authenticates the new gateway. (9) Te user, the new gateway, and the device
pass relevant parameters to the smart contract for settlement, and the service is ended.
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authenticationmethod is used for the gateway and the device
to authenticate each other and negotiate another key k2.
When the service is starting, the user encrypts the in-
struction by k1 and sends the ciphertext c1 to the gateway
and then the gateway decrypts it and re-encrypts the in-
struction using k2 and sends the new ciphertext c2 to the
device; after decrypting the new ciphertext c2, the device can
get the instruction. Lastly, in order to settle the service fee for
the gateway, an aggregated signature is used to calculate the
times of service provided by the gateway and the infor-
mation is sent to the central organization for settlement.
Some scholars have studied authentication protocols suit-
able for IoTenvironments for access control [10, 17], but the
process of paid access is not involved.

In this section, based on the blockchain and a proposed
certifcate-based authentication protocol, a specifc decen-
tralized access control scheme for the shared IoT device
environment is described in detail. A user can access a device
safely without disclosing their real identity. Te authenti-
cations and service settlement are fnished by the proposed
authentication protocol collaborating with the smart con-
tract. In order to resist a single point of failure, central
corruption and other security issues proposed in Section 5,
and to improve system efciency, a new decentralized ar-
chitecture is proposed, in which the blockchain records
some authentication information and the smart contract
replaces some complex cryptographic algorithms to record
the workload of gateways and settle the problem of fair
payment automatically.

Te process in the proposed scheme includes the fol-
lowing steps:

(1) System Initialization. Selecting the curve equation
and parameters required in the system and deploying
the smart contract on the blockchain are included in
system initialization.

(2) Registration. IoT devices and GWN register with the
CA, and the CA issues certifcates for them. At the
same time, the CA uploads the public information of
legal IoT devices, such as service lists and charges,
device status, and identity identifer, to the block-
chain for storage.

(3) Establishment of a Secure Channel. After the pre-
payment is successful, the user builds a secure
communication channel with a device through the
gateway and blockchain.

(4) Service Process. Te user sends the encrypted service
instructions to the device to perform the service
process.

(5) End of Service. Te user requests to end the service.
Te settlement is completed with the cooperation of
the gateway and the smart contract.

Table 1 shows the specifc symbols used in our scheme.

6.1. System Initialization. Te process is done by the CA and
service provider (for the sake of brevity, we omit the service
provider in the system architecture) jointly, some

appropriate parameters are selected, and a smart contract is
deployed on the blockchain. Tis process is ofine and done
in advance.

Te CA chooses a nonsingular elliptic curve Ep(a, b) and
selects a generator G of order n on the curve and an anti-
collision hash function h: 0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ Z∗p. Ten, the CA
chooses a private key kCA ∈ Z∗p for himself and keeps it
secretly, calculates its public key KCA � kCA · G, gets public-
private key pairs (KCA, kCA), and publishes the system
public parameters Ep(a, b), G, h(·), KCA, n . At the same
time, CA deploys the shared service contract and gateway
certifcate verifcation contract on the blockchain, which is
used for prepayment, recording the workload of the gateway,
verifying the negotiated key, and performing the settlement
of the service.

6.2. Entity Registration. Device registration and gateway
registration are included. In order to authenticate and ne-
gotiate a key, the two entities must apply for certifcates at
the certifcate authority (CA). Te certifcate of each device
and gateway is unique and long term. Registration is only
performed once in the entire process and is done in advance.

6.2.1. Registration of an IoT Device

RD.1: An IoT device Devj selects a random number
kDevj
∈ Z∗p as its own private key and calculates its

public key KDevj
� kDevj

· G. Te device applies for a
blockchain address BaddDevj

.
RD.2: Te IoT device submits its registration request

information RDe � IDDevj
, KDevj

, ProfileDevj
  to the

CA in the ofine model. IDDevj
is its identity identifer,

ProfileDevj
� BaddDevj

, Location, SerList, Status ,

Location is the location of the device, SerList includes
the service names, the function of the device, and their
charges, Status is the status of the device, 0 is damage
and not available, 1 indicates that the device can be used
normally, and 2 means the device is in use.
RD.3: After getting RDe, CA issues certifcate CertDevj

�

ECDSAkCA
(h(KDevj

‖IDDevj
)), IDDevj

,deadl ine  for

the IoT device and stores the public information of the

device identify � KDevj
,BaddDevj

,CertDevj
  and

ProfileDevj
� Location,SerList,Status{ } on the

blockchain.

6.2.2. Registration of a Gateway

RG.1: A gateway GWNk selects a random number
kGWNk
∈ Z∗p as its own private key and calculates its

public key KGWNk
� kGWNk

· G. Te device applies for a
blockchain address BaddGWNk

.
RG.2: Te gateway gives its own registration infor-
mation RGWN � IDGWNk

, KGWNk
, BaddGWNk

  to the
CA in the ofine model.
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RG.3: After getting the registration information of the
gateway, CA issues a public certifcate CertDevj

in-
cluding signature ECDSAkCA

(KGWNk
‖BaddGWNk

‖

IDGWNk
), identity IDDevj

, and deadline to the gateway
GWNk.

After getting the certifcate, the gateway calls the gateway
certifcate verifcation process to verify the legitimacy of the
certifcate, and if the verifcation passes, the contract address
is returned to the gateway.

Te CA stores public information of the gateway on
blockchain as KGWNk

, BaddGWNk
,CertGWNk

 .
Te above studies can be regarded as the preparation

work done by the CA. To avoid fake gateways and devices,
both the gateway and device need to be authenticated when a
user wants to use a shared device. At the same time, con-
sidering the user’s privacy and data confdentiality, the user
needs to negotiate a session key with the shared device in real
time. Te validity period of the key is from the beginning to
the end of the use.

6.3. Establishment of a SecureChannel. When a user wants to
use a shared IoTdevice, he can search the blockchain to fnd
a proper device and service item. Ten, he starts to establish
a secure channel with the shared IoTdevice. To guarantee the
reliability of the system, the smart contract participates in
the last step of key negotiation, which is nontamper and
traceable. Moreover, it can also be a proof of the success of
key negotiation, as well as settle the payment for the IoT
device and the gateway after the service is ended.

6.3.1. AU.1.1: ui⟶ BC. A user searches for a service on the
blockchain and makes prepayment.

A user queries the service list on the blockchain, selects a
device Devj nearby and a service Si provided by the device,

and gets ide ntify � KDevj
, BaddDevj

,CertDevj
  of the device.

Prepayment is done on the smart contract by the user, and if
the amount of prepayment meets the payment requirements,
a confrmation message will be returned to the user by the
smart contract.

6.3.2. AU.1.2: ui⟶ GWNk: msgU1. Te user computes his
authentication information and sends it to a gateway.

After receiving the confrmation message, in order to
exclude invalid gateways, a mutual authentication with the
nearest gateway GWNk will be done by the user, as well as
negotiating a key with the shared device in real time. Te
user calculates σui

� li
−1(kui

· h(Kui
‖IDDevj

‖Si‖Rui
‖Ti1)

+h(ri‖kui
‖Baddui

‖Ti1))modp, where li, ri ∈ Z∗p are selected
randomly and kept secretly by the user,
Rui

� h(ri‖kui
‖Baddui

‖Ti1) · G is public, and Ti1 is the time
the message is sent. Te signature Sigui

� (σui
, Li) is used for

generating a shared key and authenticating himself by the
gateway, where Li � li · G is public.

Ten, the user sends his authentication information
msgU1 � Sigui

, Kui
, Baddui

, IDDevj
, Si, Rui

, Ti1  and the
message of the successful prepayment to the nearest gate
way GWNk, where Ti1 is the time the message is sent by the
user.

6.3.3. AG.2.1: Te Gateway Authenticates the User. After
receiving the message msgU1 from the user, the gateway
queries the prepayment status on the blockchain. If it is
successful, the authentication will continue as follows:

(1) To prevent replay attacks, the freshness of the
message is verifed frstly; if |Tcur − Ti1|<∆t, then it
performs step (2), else stops. Tcur is the time of
receiving the message by the gateway, and ∆t is the
time delay permitted.

(2) It verifes the validity of the user’s identity. Te
gateway calculates these equations h1 � h(Kui

‖IDDevj
‖Si‖Rui

‖Ti1), v1 � σui

− 1 · h1 · Kui
modp, and

v2 � σui

− 1 · Rui
modp. If equation v1 + v2 � Li holds,

the verifcation is passed; otherwise, it is rejected.

6.3.4. AG.2.2: GWNk⟶ Devj: msgG1,msgU1′  and
GWNk⟶ ui: msgG1 . Te gateway calculates its own
authentication information and sends it and the part of the
user’s information to the device and, at the same time, sends
its authentication information to the user.

Table 1: Symbol description.

Symbols Description
CA Certifcate authority
ui Te ith user
GWNk Te kth gateway
Devj Te jth shared device
SK Negotiated session key
Si Te ith service item
ESK(·) Te symmetric encryption algorithm with the session key SK

Certui
,CertGWNk

,CertDevj
Te certifcate of ith user, kth gateway, and jth device

Baddui
, BaddGWNk

, BaddDevj
Te blockchain address of ith user, kth gateway, and jth device

kui
, kGWNk

, kDevj
Te secret key of ith user, kth gateway, and jth device

Kui
, KGWNk

, KDevj
Te public key of ith user, kth gateway, and jth device

ECDSAKCA
(·) Elliptic curve signature algorithm with the secret key of CA

8 Mobile Information Systems



If the user is authenticated successfully, the gateway
GWNk calculates its signature σGWNk

� lk
−1 · kGWNk

· h

(KGWNk
‖BaddGWNk

‖IDGWNk
‖CertGWNk

‖Tk1)modp, where
lk ∈ Z∗p is a secret number selected randomly by the gateway.
Ten, the gateway sends its authentication message msgG1 �

SigGWNk
, IDGWNk

, Tk1  to the device, and the user’s message
msgU1′ � σui

, Kui
, Baddui

, Si, Rui
, Ti1  is sent to the device

Devj to calculate the shared secret key with the gateway; the
signature is SigGWNk

� (σGWNk
, Lk), Lk � lk · G is public, and

Tk1 is the time themessage is sent by the gateway. To save the
time, the Lk can be precalculated. And the gateway sends its
own authentication message msgG1 � SigGWNk

, IDGWNk
,

Tk1} to the user to prove its legitimacy immediately.

6.3.5. AD.3.1: Te Authentication Process of the Gateway.
Te authentication process of the gateway is similar to the
user and the device, as follows.

(1) Te user checks the validity of the certifcate of the
gateway on the blockchain. If it is valid, he gets the public key
KGWNk

of the gateway, blockchain address BaddGWNk
, and

certifcate CertGWNk
from the blockchain. (2) In order to

verify the authenticity of the gateway, he checks whether the
following equation holds:

σGWNk

−1
· h · PKGWNk

� Lk, (1)

where h � h(KGWNk
‖BaddGWNk

‖CertGWNk
‖Tk1).

If the certifcate is valid and (1) holds, a successful au-
thentication message is sent to the gateway by the user;
otherwise, it returns a failure. And, if it is authenticated
successfully by the device, then the device does the following
steps; else, it returns a failure.

6.3.6. AD.3.2: Devj⟶ GWNk: msgD1 ,Devj⟶ BC :

SKV. Te device sends its own authentication information
to the gateway and passes the hash of the negotiated key
calculated by itself as a parameter to the smart contract.

If the authentication of the gateway passes, the device

regards the gateway as credible, then calculates msgD1 �

SigDevj
, IDDevj

, RDevj
, Tj1  as its authentication informa-

tion, and sends it to the gateway, where SigDevj
� (σDevj

, Lj)

and σDevj
� lj

−1 · (kDevj
· h(CertDevj

‖RDevj
‖Tj1) + h(rj‖kDevj

‖Tj1))modp, lj ∈ Z∗p is selected ar-
bitrarily and kept secretly by the device, and
RDevj

� h(rj‖kDevj
‖Tj1) · G and Lj � lj · G are public. And,

we remark h(CertDevj
‖RDevj

‖Tj1) � h3. To save the time, Lk

can be precalculated. Otherwise, it terminates the subse-
quent process. Ten, the device calculates the key shared
with the user using Rui

and Baddui
as

SK � h h rj kDevj

�����

�����Tj1  · Rui
CertDevj

�����

�����Baddui
 . (2)

And, it calculates the verifer SKV � h(SK‖Tj1‖Bad
dGWNk

) of the key and sends SKV to the smart contract to
verify later.

6.3.7. AG.4: GWNk⟶ ui: msgD1′ . Te gateway verifes
the legitimacy of the device and forwards the negotiation key
information of the device used to calculate the negotiation
key to the user.

After receiving msgD1, the gateway queries the infor-

mation KDevj
, BaddDevj

,CertDevj
  of the device on the

blockchain and uses the method similar for AG.2.1 to verify
the device. If the verifcation is passed, the device is con-
sidered as legal and the gateway sends msgD1′

� σDevj
, IDDevj

, RDevj
, Tj1  to the user; otherwise, it is

terminated.

6.3.8. AU.5: ui⟶ BC: SKV, BaddGWNk
 . Te user passes

the hash of negotiation key calculated by himself as a pa-
rameter to the smart contract.

Te user utilizes the public information of the device

msgD1′ � σDevj
, IDDevj

, RDevj
, Tj1  and ide ntify � Bad{

dDevj
, KDevj

,CertDevj
} stored by the user temporarily to

calculate the shared key with the device as

SK′ � h h ri‖kui
Baddui

�����

�����Tj1  · RDevj
CertDevj

�����

�����Baddui
 .

(3)

Furthermore, he calculates the equation SKV′ �
h(SK′‖Tj1‖BaddGWNk

) and then sends SKV′ and the
blockchain address of the gateway BaddGWNk

to the smart
contract for verifcation.

6.3.9. ASM.6. Te smart contract receives the data sub-
mitted by the user and verifes whether the equation SKV �

SKV′ holds. If the equation holds, the smart contract returns
a message indicating that the secret key is negotiated suc-
cessfully to the user and the device. Moreover, it sends a
certain amount of labour fees to the blockchain address of
the gateway and, at the same time, starts to time the user
using the device. Te specifc process is shown in Figure 2 in
the form of a fow chart when the smart contract is going to
confrm whether the authentication between the user and
device is successful or not.

Te secure channel establishment phase is the most
important stage of this paper. In order for readers to un-
derstand this phase clearly, we summarized and sorted out
the contents of Section 6.3 and showed the messages sent
and operations performed by each component in Figure 3.

6.4. Service Process. Te user ui sends execution command
msgS1 � ESK(cmd) to the shared device Devj, for cmd ∈ Si is
a specifc instruction from the user. For example, in
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User

AddOrderUserSKV AddOrderIoTSKV

IoTSKV update
IoTSKV_fag = true

Notify to wait IoT
device to submit

SKV

UserSKV update
UserSKV_fag = true

IOTSKV_fag == true
&&

UserSKV_fag == true

Start the Server
Update and Start

Time of the server

Settlement for GWN

No

No

Yes

Yes

IOTSKV == UserSKV

Cancel the Server
and

Refund to User

Notify the start of
the server is fail

IoT device

Figure 2: Secret key negotiation confrmation process in the smart contract. Note: (I)Te user calls the interface AddOrderUserSKV() of the
user to verify the negotiation key, updates the authentication message of the user’s negotiation key UserSKV and sets the authentication
message update fag of user UserSKV\_fag as true. (II) Te IoTdevice calls the interface AddOrderIoTSKV() of the IoTdevice to verify the
negotiation key, updates the authenticationmessage of the user’s negotiation IoTSKV, and sets the authentication message update fag of the
IoTdevice IoTSKV\_fag as true. (III) When the user or IoTdevice calls the interface to verify the negotiation key, they can judge whether
both parties have fnished the update of SKV by verifying the message update fag UserSKV\_fag and IoTSKV\_fag. If the update is not
fnished, it notifes the user or IoTdevice to wait for another to update the SKV within a certain period of time. (IV) When the SKV of both
the user and IoTdevice has been updated, it judges whether UserSKV is equal to IoTSKV; if the SKVs of both parties are not equal, it means
that the secret key negotiation between the parties fails, the fee will be refunded to the user, and both parties will be notifed of the failure of
this service. (V) If the SKVs of both parties are equal, the service starts and start time is recorded. Furthermore, it pays for GWN to provide
services for the secret key negotiation.
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driverless driving, “open the door and go somewhere.” Te
device Devj decrypts msgS1 with the negotiated key, executes
the command, and returns a successful execution message.

6.5. End of the Service. Tere are two situations when the
user applies for ending the service. One is that the shared
device is still and the gateway is still the original one, such as
a treadmill. Another is that the device is mobile, such as a
shared car and wearable medical device and a new gateway is
required for communication.

6.5.1. End Service of the Stationary Device. Te original
gateway GWNk is still in use. Te user sends the end in-
struction to the gateway and the device. Te gateway calls
static device settlement function in smart contract and sends
blockchain address Baddui

of the user, its own blockchain
address BaddGWNk

, and the device’s blockchain address
BaddDevj

to the contract to settle the service cost. Ten, the
user’s prepayment is transferred to the accounts of the
gateway and device according to a certain rule (the

regulation is laid down when the smart contract is deployed)
whichmay be related to the time of use and the unit use price
of the device. Te device ends the service.

6.5.2. End Service of the Mobile Shared Device. Te user and
the device arrive at a new location, and a new gateway GWNt

is used. Te device will end the service after the mutual
authentications between the gateway GWNt and the user ui

as well as the gateway and the device are successful. At the
same time, the three parties send the required parameter to
the smart contract, and only if all the inputs are matched, the
smart contract starts to settle the cost and income of the
three parties; else, it returns an error and settlement fails:

E1: ui⟶ GWNt: msgU2 � Sigui,1, IDui
, Ti2 . Te

user sends his authentication information to the new
gateway. Te user ui sends a request to a new gateway
GWNt nearby to end the use of the device Devj. In
order to prevent malicious users from pretending
himself, the authentication information msgU2
� Sigui,1, IDui

, Ti2  of the user is sent to the gateway

Figure 3: A brief summary of the secure channel establishment process for a user and a device. Note: Te upper content is carried out frst,
and the lower content is carried out later. Te content between two dotted lines indicates local specifc calculations or operations. For
example, the sentence “Computes SK’ and SKV’” at the bottom left of Figure 3 represents the user’s need to compute SK’ and SKV’.
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GWNt, where Sigui,1 � (σui,1, Li1), σui,1 � li
−1 · kui

· h

(Kui
‖Baddui

‖Ti2)modp, li1 ∈ Z∗p is selected arbitrarily
and kept secretly by the user, and Li1 � li1 · G is public.
E2: GWNt⟶ ui: msgG2. Te gateway sends its own
authentication information to the user. After receiving
the request, GWNt checks whether the user is using the
device on the blockchain. If so, the gateway authen-
ticates the user with the method in AD3.1. If the au-
thentication is passed, the gateway will send its own
authentication information msgG2 � SigGWNt

, ID

GWNt
, Tt} to the user for authentication, where the

signature is SigGWNt
� (σGWNt

, Lt), σGWNt
� lt

−1·

kGWNt
· h(KGWNt

‖IDGWNt
‖CertGWNt

‖Tt)modp, lt ∈ Z∗p
is selected arbitrarily and kept secretly by the gateway
GWNt, and Lt � lt · G is public. Ten, the gateway
GWNt sends the user’s blockchain address Baddui

, the
device’s identity identifer IDDevj

, and the termination
time to the smart contract.
E3:Te user authenticates the gateway as formula (1) in
AD3.1. If it passes, the end request message and the
gateway’s blockchain address BaddGWNt

are sent to the
smart contract.
E4: Te gateway sends its own authentication infor-
mation msgG2 and end instruction to the device Devj. If
the authentication passes, the device ends the service
and passes its own identifcation identifer IDDevj,
termination request, location, status (turned to 0), and
the blockchain address BaddGWNt

of the new gateway to
the smart contract. Otherwise, it does nothing.
E5: After receiving the parameters transmitted by the
device, the smart contract calculates the user’s ex-
penditure during time ∆t � |TCurG − Ti1|, where TCurG
is the time when the new gateway transmitting pa-
rameters to the contract. Some service charge is given to
the new gateway GWNt and the balance returns to the

user.Te specifc algorithm of ending service in a smart
contract is shown in Figure 4 in the form of a fow chart.

7. Security Analysis

7.1. Te Correctness of the Key Negotiation Protocol

7.1.1. Te Correctness of Verifcation Algorithm of the User’s
Information. If we mark h1 � h(Kui

‖IDDevj
‖Si‖Rui

‖Ti1),
h2 � h(ri‖kui

‖Baddui
‖Ti1), then

v1 � σui

−1
· h1 · PKui

� li ·
h1 · Kui

kui
h1 + h2

� li ·
h1 · kui

kui
h1 + h2

· G,

v2 � σui

−1
· Rui

� li ·
h2

kui
h1 + h2

· G.

(4)

And, we can get

v1 + v2 � li · G � Li. (5)

So the verifcation algorithm is correct.
Te correctness proof process of the authentication al-

gorithm of the device is similar to that of the user’s, so we
omit it here.

7.1.2. Te Correctness of the Verifcation Algorithm of the
Gateway. If we mark h � h(KGWNk

‖CertGWNk
‖Tk2), then

σGWNk

−1
· h · PKGWNk

� lk ·
h

kGWNk
h

· kGWNk
G � Lk. (6)

So the verifcation algorithm is correct.

7.1.3. Te Correctness of the Key Negotiation

SK′ � h h ri‖kui
Baddui

�����

�����Ti1  · RDevj
CertDevj

�����

�����Baddui
 ,

� h h ri‖kui
Baddui

�����

�����Ti1  · h rj‖kDevj
IDDevj

�����

�����Tj1  · G CertDevj

�����

�����Baddui
 ,

� h h rj‖kDevj
IDDevj

�����

�����Tj1  · Rui
CertDevj

�����

�����Baddui
 ,

� SK.

(7)

7.2. Security of the Proposed Scheme

7.2.1. Anonymity of Users and Privacy Protection. Te
blockchain address and the public key are used as the
identity information when the user authenticates with the
gateway, and the user’s blockchain account is used for
settlement; these protect the anonymity of the user efec-
tively. Another thing is that the instructions sent to the
device by the user are encrypted using symmetric encryption
algorithms such as DES, which protects the data conf-
dentiality and prevents attackers from analysing the

instructions to obtain private information of the user, such
as habits and physical conditions.

7.2.2. User Impersonation Attack. After fnishing the pre-
payment, if the user is replaced by a malicious attacker who
wants to replace user’s information msgU1 �

Sigui
, Kui

, Baddui
, IDDevj

, Si, Rui
, Ti1  with his own infor-

mation msgU1 � SigAi
, KAi

, BaddAi
, IDDevj

, Si, RAi
, Ti1 , af-

ter receiving the message, the gateway will check whether it
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User GWN

UserEndServer GWNEndServer IoTEndServer

CheckPay()
Execution fee

settlement

Yes

User_END == 1
GWN_END == 1

IoT_END == 1

Notify to wait the
Parameter Submitted

by User and IoT device

User_END = 1 GWN_END = 1 IoT_END = 1

No

Copy Record to
OrderHistoryList,

delete Record

Notify User, IoT
device and GWN

the server execution
completed

IoT device

Figure 4: Te execution fowchart of ending service in the smart contract. Note: (I) Te user calls the interface UserEndServer() to start
ending the service process and updates the end of service fag User\_END submitted by the user as 1. (II) Te GWN calls the interface
GWNEndServer() to start ending the service process and updates the end of service fag GWN\_END submitted by the GWN as 1. (III) Te
IoTdevice calls the interface IoTEndServer() to start ending the service process and updates the end of service fag IoT\_END submitted by
the IoTdevice as 1. (IV) It confrms whether all the three parties have submitted the service ending request through the ending service fag
when the user, GWN, and IoTdevice call the process of service ending. If not all the ending requests are submitted, it notifes the user, the
GWN, or the IoTdevice to wait for other parties to submit the ending request within a certain period of time. (V)When all three parties have
completed the submission, the expenses shall be settled. And, it records this service as the historical data for follow-up tracking and notifes
the user, GWN, and IoT device that the service is fnished.
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is prepaid successfully by the blockchain address frstly. If it
is replaced with the attacker’s blockchain address, the ver-
ifcation would fail. If the attacker replaces all other infor-
mation except the legal user’s blockchain address, then the
signature verifcation σAi

� li
−1 · (kAi

· h(KAi
‖Bad

dui
‖IDDevj

‖Si‖RAi
‖Ti1) + h(ri‖kAi

‖Baddui
‖Ti1))modp would

fail. Because h(KAi
‖Baddui

‖IDDevj
‖Si‖RAi

‖Ti1)≠ h(Kui

‖Baddui
‖IDDevj

‖Si‖Rui
‖Ti1), then the equation v1 + v2 � Li

will not hold. If the user bribes the gateway and colludes with
the gateway, it is impossible for the user and the gateway
colluding successfully, and we will analyse it later in the
collusion attack.

7.2.3. Gateway Impersonation Attack. Te purpose of the
malicious gateway A is to earn service fee through sub-
mitting its own blockchain address BaddGWNA

to the smart
contract by the user and the device. If the malicious gateway
replaces the information of a legal gateway with its own
identity information msgG1 � SigGWNA

, IDGWNA
, Tk1 , the

signature verifcation will fail. Because it does not have a
legal certifcate, it is impossible for the malicious gateway to
forges a certifcate successfully. If the malicious gateway
embezzles the certifcate of a legal gateway to generate a
digital signature and sends msgG1 � SigGWNA

, IDGWNA
,

TA1} to the user, it still cannot make it. When verifying the
gateway, the user needs to check the certifcate on block-
chain frstly; although the certifcate provided by the
malicious gateway is passed, the verifcation of the signature
σGWNA

� lA
−1 · kGWNA

· h(KGWNA
‖BaddGWNA

‖IDGWNA
‖Cer

tGWNK
‖TA1)modp fails. Tat is because the public infor-

mation of the gateway obtained by the verifer from the
blockchain is bound together with the certifcate and cannot
be tampered with; any changes will led to a failure of sig-
nature verifcation.

7.2.4. Man-in-the-Middle Attack. Man-in-the-middle at-
tacks may occur in some key negotiation schemes. In our
scheme, two random numbers ri and rj are set for the user
and the device when they calculate a session key. Te two
random numbers are kept secretly by the user and the device,
respectively. In addition, when the authentication messages
are transmitted by the two parties, there are signatures on
the random numbers; as a result the intermediary cannot
forge signatures to negotiate the key with the user and the
device.

7.2.5. Collusion Attack. Te user colludes with the gateway.
It is impossible for the user to collude with the gateway
successfully and access the device without prepayment,
for the smart contract will check the prepayment frstly
when arriving to the last step in the key negotiation phase.
If the gateway and a device collude, the legal device is
replaced with an illegal one. While the user has checked
the device’s ID on the blockchain before prepayment, the
prepayment address is determined by the user, so the
device cannot be changed.

7.2.6. Denial of Service Attack. Since the blockchain and the
gateway are composed of multiple nodes and they are
distributed, a denial of service attack on one node can be
achieved, but in a distributed system, it is difcult to achieve
a denial of service attack.

7.2.7. Refuse to Replay Attack. A time stamp is added to the
authentication messages, in order to verify the freshness of
the message and prevent replay attacks.

7.2.8. Reliability of Service. We store some key identity
information on the blockchain; as a result, the attacker
ccannot tamper with them and other secret information is
protected by a signature. Te smart contract can be executed
automatically without human intervention and is more fair
and just. If the user prepays, then he can get the service he
wants.

8. Performance Evaluation and
Simulation Results

In this section, we compare the realized functionalities in the
proposed scheme with relevant schemes frstly. Ten, the
communication costs of the proposed scheme at diferent
phases are analysed and compared with two schemes. Te
time costs of proposed scheme are tested in the simulation
experiment from diferent concerns and compared with the
relevant schemes. Finally, the gas costs of the smart contract
are tested on the Ethereum test network.

Experimental setup: In order to verify the proposed
scheme, we carried out 50 repetitions of the experiment. Te
experimental setup contained the personnel computer with
3.20GHZ Inter(R), Core(TM) i7-8700 CPU@3.20GHz, and
RAM16.0GB as a gateway and a CA.Te operating system is
Windows10. And, a mobile phone having a 2.45G processor
and 2GB memory is regarded as a user and the shared IoT
device is set as a Raspberry pi3 B+ with 1.4GHZ CPU and
1GB DDR2. Te PBC library is called for elliptic curve
cryptography and pair-based cryptography.

8.1. Comparison of Functions. Table 2 shows some functions
about access control schemes in the IoT environment. From
Table 2, we can see that our scheme achieves a higher se-
curity goal under a weaker security assumption while having
a decentralized feature. In these functions, the gateway being
not secure and support mobility are two basic requirements
in shared IoT device circumstances, so we are going to
compare our scheme with references [17, 18] in the next
sections.

8.2. Te Analysis of Communication Efciency. Te com-
munication cost is an important indicator to evaluate the
efciency of a scheme [14–18]. Te lower the communica-
tion cost, the higher the efciency of the scheme. In our
assessment, we use the following security parameters: |Z∗q | is
the length of an element in Z∗q , and it is 1024 bit. Te private
key of the elliptic curve is a positive integer whose length is
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160 bits, and the X-coordinate and Y-coordinate of the
elliptic curve point take 160 bits, respectively. And, 160-bit
ECC security remains same as that for a 1024-bit RSA public
key cryptosystem [40]. And, the bilinear pairing operation
and modular exponential calculation require 1024 bits to
achieve the same security level as the elliptic curve. Te
output of the hash is 160 bits, the length of an ID is 32 bits,
the time stamp is 32 bits, and the blockchain address is 272
bits.

Te scheme includes fve phases: system initialization,
entity registration, security channel establishment, service
process, and end of service. Since the phases of system
initialized and entity registration are ofine, we will not
analyse the communication cost at these phases. In the
service process, the user’s instructions are the same under
the same circumstances, so we only compare the commu-
nication costs of diferent schemes in the security channel
establishment phase and the end of the service phase.

Temessage streams sent by diferent entities in diferent
schemes are as follows.

8.2.1. Secure Channel Establishment Phase. In Liu’s scheme,
the message sent by the user is η ∈ Z∗q , Esk(cmd,

Parm, IDj, pid), σ, R and the total communication cost is
1024 + 1024+1024+ 1024� 4096 bits.Temessage sent by the
gateway is k2, β , σ, θ, SL{ }, and σ � 〈Ri, Di, Z, TS2〉, so the
total size is 1024+ 160+1024+ 1024+1024+ 32+17+ 32 ∗
3� 4401 bits. Te device passes y, TSj, profilej  and S{ }, so
the total size is 1024+ 32+32+ 1024� 2112 bits.

In LIAP, the message sent by the user is
Mr � (PK, cert, σ, T)PKRi

and (PIDi, Ms, PKRi, σi), so the
total communication is 92 ∗ 8 + 416 + 32 + 160 +320 ∗
2�1984 bits. And, the data packet sent by the gateway in
LIAP is Mh � (PKRi, certRi, Te,RPK1

i ,RPK2
i , RPK1

i−1,

RPK2
i−1,RPK

1
i+1,RPK

2
i+2), σRi, and (CertRi, m1

i , m2
i ,

sign(SKRi, H (CertRi, m1
i , m2

i )))PKRi
, so the communication

cost is 160 + 160 +168 + 32 +160 ∗ 6 + 21 ∗ 8 + 92 ∗
8� 2384 bits. Te device pass Mr � (PK, cert, σ, T)PKRi

and
(PIDi, Ms, PKRi, σi), and the total size is 92 ∗
8 + 416 + 32 + 160 + 320 ∗ 2�1984 bits.

In the proposed scheme, the message fow sent by the

user is msgU1 � Sigui
, Kui

, Baddui
, IDDevj

, Si, Rui
, Ti1 , a

contract address of payment success to service Si and
SKV, BaddGWNk

 . So the total communication cost
is 320 + 160 + 272 + 32 + 32 + 160+32 + 272+160 + 272�1712
bits. Te messages sent by the gateway are gU1′ � σui

, Kui
,

Baddui
, IDDevj

, Si, Rui
, Ti1}, twice msgG1 � SigGWNk

,

IDGWNk
, Tk1} and msgD1′ � σDevj

, IDDevj
, RDevj

, Tj1 , so the

communication cost of the gateway is 320 + 160 + 272 +
32 + 32 + 160 + 32 + 2 (160 + 160 + 32) +160 + 32 +160 + 32�

2096 bits. Te message sent by the device includes msgD1 �

SigDevj
, IDDevj

, RDevj
, Tj1 , SKV, and BaddGWNk

, so the

communication cost is 320 + 32 + 160 + 32 + 160 + 272� 976
bits.

8.2.2. End of Service Phase. When the stationary device is
terminated, it does not need a new gateway, and the user
only needs to send the termination instruction 0 directly, so
we will not discuss it. Here, we mainly discuss the com-
munication cost of the dynamic device. And, service ter-
mination is not involved in the scheme LIAP [17], so we only
compare it with Liu et al. ’s scheme [18].

In Liu’s scheme, the user need passes Rtn, (σ, θ, η), IDi, η′
and Rnew′, σ′, (σ1′, ..., σnum′), C, to the gateway, that is
(1024+ 1024+ 160+ 32) ∗ 2+ 17+ 1024+ 32+ 1024+ 1024+
256� 5617 bits, and the gateway need pass
(θ1, ..., θnum), k2, β, σnew, num, ; the data size is 1024 +
1024+ 160+ 32+ 1024+ 1024+ 160� 4448 bits; here, we only
record one OTS. Te IoT device transmits y, TSj, profilej 

and S{ }, which is 1024 + 32+ 32+ 1024� 2112 bits.
In the proposed scheme, the data message sent by the user

is msgU2 � Sigui,1, IDui
, Ti2  and a termination instruction 0;

the communication cost is 320+ 32+ 32+ 1� 385 bits. Te
message sent by the gateway is twice
msgG2 � SigGWNt

, IDGWNt
, Tt , Baddui

, IDDevj
, and Tt, so

the communication cost of the gateway is 2
(320+ 32+ 32) + 272+ 32+ 32�1104 bits, and the device sent
messages IDDevj

, BaddGWNt
, and termination request 0, so the

total communication cost is 32 + 272+ 1+ 32� 337 bits.
Figures 5 and 6 show the communication costs of three

entities including the user, gateway, and device in contrast

Table 2: Te summary of functions about some access control schemes in the IoT environment.

Schemes FSA1 FSA2 FSA3 FSA4 FSA5 FSA6 FSA7
[11] ✕ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕
[17] ✓ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✓
[18] ✓ ✕ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
[23] ✓ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕
[25] ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕
[26] ✓ ✕ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕
[29] ✓ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕
[30] ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕
[31] ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✕
Ours ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
FSAi (i� 1, . . ., 7) is the ith attribute. FSA1: whether mutual authentications occur with each other; FSA2: no need of a secure channel; FSA3: is it
decentralized; FSA4: whether the key is negotiated; FSA5: whether to support mobility; FSA6: does the privacy be protected; FSA7: the gateway is not secure.
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schemes and ours. From Figures 5 and 6, we can see that the
communication costs of the user, gateway, and device are
relatively low in the security channel establishment phase
and end of service phase in our scheme. In particular, the
communication cost of our scheme on the user side and
device side is less than 50% compared with Liu et al. ’s [18]
scheme. Another thing is because of the use of smart
contracts, the communication cost of our scheme in the end
of service phase is far less than that of Liu et al. ’s [18]
scheme. Terefore, the communication efciency of our
scheme is higher. And, as far as our scheme is concerned,
because some tasks of users and devices are assigned to the

gateway, we can see that the user and device with weaker
communication capabilities undertake lower communica-
tion burden than that of the gateway.

8.3. Te Analysis of Time Cost. Te time cost is another
important indicator to evaluate the efciency of the scheme
[14–18]. Obviously, the less the time cost, the higher the
efciency of a scheme. Similarly, we evaluate the time cost in
these three phases: entity registration, security channel es-
tablishment, and end of service.

Te detail computation operation performed by various
components of diferent scheme is listed in Tables 3–5 in
diferent phases. We use the Tbp, Tmtp, Te, Tsm, Th,

TOTS, andTvOTS to represent the operation of a bilinear
pairing, a map-to-point hash function, an exponential op-
eration on G1, a scalar multiplication on elliptic curve, a
general hash function operation, one-time signature, and the
authentication of one-time signature, respectively. For the
operations take very little time, such as the addition of
numbers, we ignore them. In particular, we can see from
Table 4 that because users and devices outsource verifcation
tasks to the gateway, their computation burden is reduced by
about 50%.

In order to evaluate the time costs on computation, we
tested 50 times in our simulation environment and the
results are shown in Figure 7 (in the registration phase),
Figure 8 (security channel establishment phase), and Fig-
ure 9 (end of service phase of dynamic device). Tey mainly
show the time costs of the entities including the user,
gateway, and device in diferent phases in references [17, 18]
and our scheme.

From Figure 7, we can see that the time costed by the
gateway in the registration phase is little in our scheme,
while the registration phase is as a preparation work; it will
not be executed during real-time access control.When a user
accessing and using a shared device in real time, it is only
related to the secure channel establishment phase and end of
service phase, and these time costs show in Figures 8 and 9.
We can see the three entities all cost less time in our scheme
than that in references [17, 18]. In the secure channel es-
tablishment phase, the user costs about 2.5ms, and in Liu’s
scheme, a user cost is about 35.7ms and 21.3ms in LIAP; the
user of our scheme has much less computation cost than that
of others and the same as the entities of the gateway and
device. In LIAP, the authors did not consider the situation of
end of service, so we run Liu’s scheme and ours; the result
shows the time costs on computation of diferent entities in
our scheme are much less than those of Liu’s.

Terefore, our scheme is more suitable for IoT devices
with low computing and communication power. Especially
in the environment of a user to use a shared IoT device, the
efcient communication and computing efciency can in-
crease the experience efect of users.

Te total time cost is the focus of users. When multiple
users apply for access IoT devices at the same time, we
conducted tests on the time cost of-chain. Experiment
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Figure 5: Comparison of communication cost of the three entities
in diferent schemes in the secure channel establishment phase.
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Figure 6: Comparison of communication cost of the three entities
in our scheme and Liu’s scheme in the end of service phase.
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content: We simulate the process of users accessing the IoT
devices, and the reply of blockchain is true by default. We
simulate the concurrency experiment of-chain. Users and
IoT devices are all executed alone; concurrency is not in-
volved. Te concurrent operation only involves the gateway
and blockchain. Terefore, we simulate the concurrency in
the gateway and execute N groups of tasks. Te user and the
IoT device execute a real process of secure channel estab-
lishment and end of service, and the real task is inserted at
the end of the task queue. When carrying out the task, the
gateway simulates the blockchain to return true. An ex-
perimental framework is shown in Figure 10.

Te experimental results are shown in Figure 11. As
shown in Figure 11, with the increase in users’ number, the

time costs of the start access and end access do not increase
proportionally. When the number of concurrent request
services is 4 and 8, the time cost increases in a step growth.
In other cases, the image is gentle and the time is hardly
increased. Te tasks are processed by multicore and
multithread in the gateway. If the confguration of the
current gateway is in use, the time cost increases separately
as 8ms and 2ms in the establishment phase and end of
service phase to every additional 4 users. Terefore, when
the number of users is no more than 100 in the same
gateway, the user’s application response delay will be less
than 800ms in the establishment phase and less than
200ms in the end of service phase. Especially, when the
service is ended, the time cost by the users is much less than

Table 3: Te computation cost in the registration phase.

Schemes User/device Gateway Device CA
Liu et al. ’s [18] 0 0 0 3Te

LIAP [17] 0 0 2Tsm 4Tsm

Proposed scheme 0 2Tsm 2Tsm 2Tsm

Table 4: Te computation cost in the authentication phase.

Schemes User/device Gateway Device
Liu et al. ’s [18] 5Te + 2Th 6Te + 2Tbp + Th 5Te + 4Th

LIAP [17] 2Tbp + 2Tsm + Tmtp + 3Te 3Tsm + 3Te 2Tbp + 2Tsm + Tmtp + 3Te

Proposed scheme 2Tsm + 3Th 5Tsm + 5Th 2Tsm + 5Th

Table 5: Te computation cost of dynamic device in the end of service phase.

Schemes User Gateway Device
Liu et al. ’s [18] 5Te + 2Th + mTOST 2Tbp + 9Te + 6Th + mTvOTS 5Tbp + 2Th

Proposed scheme 2Tsm + 2Th 2Tsm + 2Th Tsm + Th
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Figure 7: Comparison of time cost on computation of four entities in the registration phase in diferent schemes.
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that of the access establishment phase and the end of the
access can be achieved quickly. It will not afect experience
of users.

8.4. Te Analysis of Smart Contracts. Because there is no
smart contract in the literature [17, 18], we only test the
efciency of our smart contract. In this section, we test the
deployed smart contract and record the gas cost at diferent
phases. Te gas cost can evaluate the performance of a smart

contract; the less the gas cost, the higher the efciency of a
smart contract. Figures 12 and 13 show the execution ef-
ciency of our smart contract, which list the gas costs of
diferent operations. Te smart contracts are tested on the
Ethereum testnet (https://remix.ethereum.org/). Because the
smart contract we designed only has judgment statements, it
submits and queries operations, making it cost relatively less
gas [41, 42]. According to literature [42], the gas required of
general smart contract is millions or more, while our gas cost
is about one tenth of that of general smart contracts.
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Figure 8: Comparison of time cost on computation of three entities in the secure channel establishment phase in diferent schemes.
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9. Conclusion

Considering the distributed characteristic of each entity in a
shared IoT scenario and the low communication and
computing power of the shared IoT devices, a decentralized
real-time access control scheme is utilized to realize the use
and the end of shared IoT devices by any users. Te use of
smart contract prevents malicious behaviours such as cen-
tralized corruption and tampering with transaction fows
efectively. Te scheme achieves access rights of legitimate
users efectively and prevents malicious behaviours of illegal
users, devices, and gateways. Te payment function of the
blockchain solves the authority problem of using the device
from users perfectly and avoids the use of overly complex
public key cryptography technology. An elliptic curve-based
authentication protocol completes access control together
with the smart contract and protects users’ privacy, which is
suitable for IoT devices and users. Experimental analysis
shows calculation burden undertaken by each party is
reasonable and efcient, the amount of communication is
relatively small, and the shared service contract deployment
is reasonable and efcient. Te efciency of the traditional
single-chain blockchain needs to be improved, and in the
future, we plan to use the DAG blockchain to improve
transaction efciency or use the thought of shard to improve
the efciency of the system.
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